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Currently, some efforts have been devoted to the text analysis of disease phenotype data, and their
results indicated that similar disease phenotypes arise from functionally related genes. These
related genes work together, as a functional module, to perform a desired cellular function. We con-
structed a text-based human disease phenotype network and detected 82 disease-speciﬁc gene func-
tional modules, each corresponding to a different phenotype cluster, by means of graph-based
clustering and mapping from disease phenotype to gene. Since genes in such gene functional mod-
ules are functionally related and cause clinically similar diseases, they may share common genetic
origin of their associated disease phenotypes. We believe the investigation may facilitate the ulti-
mate understanding of the common pathophysiologic basis of associated diseases.
 2010 Federation of European Biochemical Societies. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
In the domains of medicine and biology, phenotype data pro-
vides a valuable window for dissecting relationships between dis-
eases and genes. Recently, many high-throughput technologies,
such as systematic mutation and RNA interference, have been per-
formed to investigate the phenotypic effect of individual genes in
different species such as Drosophila melanogaster [1], Saccharomy-
ces cerevisiae [2], Caenorhabditis elegans [3] and also mammals [4].
Today, it becomes possible to systematically analyze these produc-
tive phenotype data on a large scale in the functional genomics era.
The Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) [5] database,
a comprehensive human disease phenotype data set, provides de-
tailed descriptive records of different genetic diseases resulting
from naturally occurring gene mutations. OMIM records are syn-
tax-free text; there is neither a standardized vocabulary nor formal
notation for the organization and representation of OMIM data. De-
spite such difﬁculties, some efforts have successfully utilized this
daunting phenotype data. For instance, Freudenberg and Propping
[6] clustered 878 disease phenotypes of known genetic origin from
the OMIM database according to their phenotypic similarity. Theirchemical Societies. Published by E
rmatics Science and Technol-
ang Distinct, Harbin 150081,results revealed that genes leading to similar disease phenotypes
have similar functional annotation. Similarly, van Driel et al. [7]
compared different disease phenotypes and found that phenotype
similarity correlates with various measures of gene function, such
as protein sequence similarity, protein–protein interactions (PPIs),
shared protein motifs and functional annotation. These investiga-
tions support a long-held assumption that genes associated with
similar disease phenotypes are more likely to be functionally re-
lated. These functionally related genes serve together in a biologi-
cal functional module, such as protein complex, pathway and
cellular organelle, to perform a desired cellular function [8–10]. In-
spired by the indication of these results, we attempted a promising
work to establish the relationship between disease phenotypes and
their underlying gene functional modules since it can help to un-
cover the molecular mechanisms of most genetic disease.
In this study, we aimed to develop a text-based phenotype net-
work modeling method to investigate the relationship between
disease phenotypes and their underlying gene functional modules.
To this end, we chose 2136 phenotype records with known disease
genes from the OMIM database, and constructed the human dis-
ease phenotype network. In the network, we extracted 102 pheno-
type clusters using a graph-based clustering algorithm. Within
each phenotype cluster, we mapped disease phenotypes to genes
using the disease-gene association. Thus, we created 102 gene sub-
sets mapped to 102 corresponding phenotype clusters. Of these
102 mapped gene subsets, 82 (80.39%) showed enrichment in Genelsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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functionally related and represent the shared genetic origin of each
of the phenotype clusters. We can call them disease-speciﬁc gene
functional modules corresponding to different phenotype clusters.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Human disease phenotype data
In the current OMIM database, there are more than 19 000 full-
text records, every record corresponding to one gene or one disease
phenotype. As to phenotype records, different names of disease
phenotypes with the same OMIM ID were pooled into a single dis-
ease phenotype. For example, Alzheimer disease 6 and Alzheimer
disease 8, with the same OMIM ID 104 300, were regard as the
same disease phenotype. Finally, we collected a total of 2136 phe-
notype records with a unique OMIM ID for each one.
2.2. Constructing of disease phenotype feature vectors
Phenotype records contain some ﬁelds for description of genetic
diseases. In thismethod,we considered the combination of text (TX)
and clinical synopsis (CS) ﬁelds as a phenotype record. These pheno-
type records were automatically parsed by the MetaMap Transfer
tool [12], a highly conﬁgurable program to map biomedical text to
the Uniﬁed Medical Language System (UMLS) [13] Metathesaurus
concepts. Thus, phenotype records could be represented by corre-
sponding biomedical term vectors. We referred to these term vec-
tors as phenotype feature vectors because such terms/concepts
can serve as phenotypic features to characterize different genetic
diseases. To ensure phenotype feature vector be more relevant to
biomedical terms, some clinically irrelevant semantic types, e.g.,
STY (UI: T065): Educational Activity, STY (UI: T093): Health Care Re-
latedOrganization, STY (UI: T066):MachineActivity and so on,were
ﬁltered out in the parsing. For the following phenotypic similarity
computation,we applied the term frequency-inverse document fre-
quency (TF-IDF) weighting scheme [14] for the reﬁnement of these
phenotype feature vectors. In this scheme, the feature weights for
each phenotype were the local and global combining weights, and
the augmented normalized term frequency was used as an amend-
ment for the local weight (see Supplementary data).
2.3. Disease phenotype similarity score
To quantitatively describe the phenotypic similarity between
different phenotype record Pj and Pk, we deﬁned the similarity
measure as cosine of the angle between their corresponding phe-
notype feature vectors using the following formula:












where N was the sum of mapped UMLS concepts, wi,j and wi,k were
the ith term, weight in phenotype record Pj and Pk, respectively.
2.4. Constructing method of the phenotype network
The construction of the phenotype network was based on the
phenotypic similarity score between different disease phenotypes.
In the phenotype network, the association between any two differ-
ent disease phenotypes was determined when their phenotypic
similarity score exceeded the signiﬁcant cutoff. To achieve the cut-
off, we ﬁrstly randomly shufﬂed the order of weighs in the corre-sponding two phenotype feature vectors 1000 times, and
calculated the similarity scores of pairs of shufﬂed phenotype re-
cords. Then these similarity scores were ranked in descending or-
der and ﬁnally, the minimal score of the top ﬁve percent
(empirical P-value is 0.05) was chosen as the signiﬁcant cutoff.
2.5. Detecting disease-speciﬁc gene functional modules
From the phenotype network, we used the graph-based cluster-
ing algorithm, described by Bader et al. [15], to detect densely con-
nected subgraphs that we called phenotype clusters because nodes
of a subgraph represent similar biological disease phenotypes. The
applied method can give scored results, and the scoring measure is
deﬁned as density D of identiﬁed subgraphs. Density D reﬂected
the connectivity level of a subgraph, so D was deﬁned as the num-
ber of edges E divided by the possible maximum number of edges
Emax of a subgraph. For each of the phenotype clusters, mapping
was implemented from disease phenotypes to their associated dis-
ease genes based on the disease-gene association list in the OMIM
database. Thus, we can get the corresponding gene subsets mapped
to different phenotype clusters.
To perceive functional signiﬁcance of mapped gene subsets in
the context of the phenotype network. DAVID [16] GO-term
enrichment analysis was performed for each of them. It is known
that GO functional annotation system is well-organized in a hierar-
chy structure; the deeper the GO annotation level is, the more spe-
ciﬁc the annotated biological function is. Thus, we chose GO terms
at the ﬁfth annotation level [16], which represents speciﬁc and
informative functional categories, to explore the speciﬁc functional
relationship among genes in different gene subsets. The fact that
some gene subsets show enrichment in GO analysis illuminated
that genes in such subsets were functionally related and repre-
sented the shared genetic origin of each of the phenotype clusters.
We can call them disease-speciﬁc gene functional modules corre-
sponding to different phenotype clusters.
2.6. Disease class enrichment analysis of gene functional modules
We used the disease classiﬁcation established by Goh et al. [17],
who manually classiﬁed OMIM diseases into 22 disease classes
according to the physiological system affected, to conduct the dis-
ease class enrichment analysis, which was implemented to inves-
tigate whether genes (molecular level) in a given gene functional
module tend to have their associated disease phenotypes (pheno-
type level) belonging to the same disease class (i.e., speciﬁcity of
gene functional module to the assigned disease class). For a gene,
the disease class of the associated disease phenotype was consid-
ered as its class attribute. In our method, we randomly shufﬂed
the class attributes of genes in a gene functional module. Therefore,
the framework could be devised as follows: (i) for the correspond-
ing phenotype cluster of a gene functional module, we randomly
picked from all the disease phenotypes and built 10 000 pseudo
phenotype clusters that have the same number of disease pheno-
types as the real phenotype cluster, (ii) in the real phenotype clus-
ter, the possible disease classes were decided and the number of
disease phenotypes belonging to each certain disease class was
counted and (iii) the P-values for every possible disease class
decided in the real phenotype cluster was calculated based on
the random controls.
2.7. Evaluation of gene functional modules with PPI intensity
It can be speculated that gene products (proteins) within the
same gene functional module tend to interact with each other at
the PPI functional level [7]. Thus, we introduced the measure of
PPI intensity Ippi for the evaluation of the detected gene functional
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ing PPIs among the possible maximum number of PPIs in a given
gene functional module i. Thus, it can be formulated as follow:
Ippi ¼ 2Ni actual=ðkiðki  1ÞÞ
where Ni_actual was the actual existing PPI number between gene
products in the gene functional module i, ki was the number of gene
products in this gene functional module which can be found having
interactions with others. Note that when calculating Ni_actual, we
considered interactions with at most one intermediate; that is,
two levels of interactions: direct and indirect (the distance is 2)
PPI were counted. Thus, we could get the mean Ippi for all the gene
functional modules. In order to test the statistical signiﬁcance of the
obtained mean Ippi, M (the number of detected gene functional
modules) gene sets (same size as the corresponding gene functional
modules) were chosen from all the mapped genes as a random con-
trol, and eventually 10 000 such controls were built.
3. Results
3.1. The modular nature of the phenotype network
The constructed phenotype network (Fig. 1) contains 19 455
associations among 1809 disease phenotypes, with a giant con-
nected component of 1598 (88.34%) disease phenotypes and
19 241 (98.90%) associations. In the network, disease phenotype
nodes were marked with different colors based on their assigned
disease classes [17]. It is clear that disease phenotypes were more
likely to associate with those of the same disease class. This was
consistent with the previous result of Goh et al., indicating that dis-
ease phenotypes of the same class tend to have shared genetic ori-
gin and form local functional clustering (modularity).Fig. 1. Visualization of the phenotype network. In the phenotype network, the color of a d
of it is proportional to its degree.We used two measures of modularity: dyadicity D and hetero-
philicity H (see Supplementary data), which were proposed by Park
and Barabasi [18] to quantify the modular properties in the pheno-
type network. Dyadicity is a measure of the enrichment of links be-
tween nodes sharing a common property over the number expected
if the characteristics were distributed randomly on the network.
Heterophilicity is a measure of the tendency of nodes to connect
with other nodes with a common property. In the phenotype net-
work, disease phenotypes of the same disease class were regarded
to have the common property. Thus, we can compute the Ds and
Hs for the 21 main disease classes (not considering the unclassiﬁed
class). The phenotype network has a highly modular structure, as
demonstrated by the ﬁnding that all the disease classes are dyadic
(D > 1) and most (81%) are heterophobic (H < 1, Table 1), indicating
that they have distinct properties in the genetic origin. However,
several disease classes, such as multiple, developmental, skeletal
and dermatological diseases, were heterophilic (H > 1), indicating
that these disease classes have overlapping clinical phenotypes
with other categories of diseases. This would be for multiple dis-
eases because they arise as a consequence of the disfunctions of
multiple tissues. For developmental diseases, this arises because
they cause pathological changes in multiple tissues. For heterophil-
ic diseases (skeletal and dermatological), we speculated that such
heterophilic diseases may affect other tissues during the disease
course, and thereby overlap with other classes of diseases.
3.2. Topological properties of the phenotype network
The phenotype network showed an obvious scale-free property
[19] because it had a degree-distribution of power-law (Fig. 2A). Of
the total 1809 disease phenotypes, only 76 (0.036%, act as ‘‘hubs”)
have more than 100 associations with other disease phenotypes,isease phenotype node depends on the disease class to which it belongs and the size
Table 1
Dyadicity(H) and heterophilicity (D) values of 21 disease classes.
Disease class Disease phenotypea In-class links Out-class links D Value H Value
Bone 47 105 913 6.3976 0.7815
Cancer 102 650 491 8.3114 0.2004
Cardiovascular 87 251 688 4.4191 0.3261
Connective tissue 30 89 807 13.4758 0.7348
Dermatological 95 710 2446 10.4734 1.0672
Developmental 40 55 1328 4.6443 1.3301
Ear, nose, throat 43 523 797 38.1477 0.7439
Endocrine 88 339 568 5.8328 0.2663
Gastrointestinal 34 100 151 11.740 0.1772
Hematological 64 123 405 4.0185 0.2572
Immunological 67 270 850 8.0432 0.5167
Metabolic 186 323 2048 1.2365 0.4841
Multiple 156 902 4975 4.9139 1.3746
Muscular 57 139 842 5.7363 0.5980
Neurological 273 1617 4298 2.8685 0.7349
Nutritional 19 153 62 58.9318 0.1290
Ophthalmological 118 567 964 5.4100 0.3436
Psychiatric 41 209 890 16.7875 0.8702
Renal 43 58 410 4.2305 0.3827
Respiratory 23 139 240 36.1867 0.4137
Skeletal 49 262 2195 14.6740 1.8045
a The number of disease phenotypes belonging to the left listed disease class.
Fig. 2. Topological analysis of the phenotype network. (A) In the plot, double
logarithmic coordinates are chosen. (B) The plot gives the number of node pairs
with the shortest path length l ranging from 1 to 9.
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together. Interestingly, most of these disease hubs, such as Sch-
wartz-Jampel syndrome (degree k = 114) and Stickler syndrome
(k = 111), belong to the multiple disease class (Supplementary
Fig. S1). The fact that the multiple disease class has more associa-
tions than those of other disease classes in the network is reason-
able because they arise due to dysfunctions of multiple tissues andtherefore have overlapping clinical phenotypes with different clas-
ses of diseases.
Fig. 2B shows the shortest path length distribution of the phe-
notype network. There are 2552 760 (77.9%) node pairs with a
shortest length l of 1–9. By calculation, the network has a short
mean-shortest path length of 3.5. Thus, any two nodes in the net-
work can be connected with a path of only a few links. In addition,
the average clustering coefﬁcient C of the network is 0.24. To
determine the statistical signiﬁcance of the observed value of C,
degree-preserving random shufﬂing was performed for the net-
work 104 times, and the result showed that C is signiﬁcantly higher
than random control (P-value < 103). Together, these results indi-
cate that the phenotype network has a small-world property [20].
The small-world property, on the other hand, revealed the close ge-
netic relationships between different disease phenotypes, even
though most are not neighbors in the phenotype network.
3.3. Disease-speciﬁc gene functional modules
We extracted 102 phenotype clusters from the phenotype net-
work. It is to be noted that a relatively high proportion (66.67%) of
phenotype clusters have 3–5 disease phenotypes (Fig. 3), indicat-
ing that most disease phenotypes tend to form small phenotype
clusters; this also has speciﬁc implication in the common genetic
origin. In addition, our statistical results showed that disease phe-
notypes in a given phenotype cluster tend to belong to the same
disease class (Supplementary Fig. S2). This is consistent with the
previous visual indication in the phenotype network.
To gain more insight into the shared molecular mechanism of
associated human genetic diseases, mapping was implemented
from disease phenotype to gene based on the disease-gene associ-
ation. For 102 gene subsets mapped to corresponding 102 pheno-
type clusters, DAVID GO-term enrichment analysis was
performed, and the results indicated that 82 (80.39%) gene subsets
show enrichment (P-value 6 0.05). Genes in such subsets (as dif-
ferent gene groups) may together perform distinct biological func-
tions; that is, these genes are functionally related and represent the
shared genetic origins of their associated disease phenotypes. We
can call them disease-speciﬁc gene functional modules corre-
sponding to different phenotype clusters. It is interesting that po-
tential functions of these gene functional modules are closely
associated with phenotypic traits of the corresponding phenotype
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ﬁve disease phenotypes of it all belong to metabolic disease; this
is logical because the corresponding gene functional module is en-
riched in a metabolism-related GO functional category: carboxylic
acid metabolic process (GO:0019752).
3.4. Gene functional modules have signiﬁcant disease class speciﬁcity
We referred to the disease class annotations established by Goh
et al. [17] to conduct the disease class enrichment analysis. Our re-
sults showed that 68 (82%) gene functional modules were signiﬁ-
cantly enriched in only one disease class, 10 gene functional
modules (12%) in 2 disease classes and only 4 gene functional mod-
ules (4.8%) in 3 or 4 disease classes (Supplementary Table S1).
These four gene functional modules were relatively large and could
be decomposed into several smaller modules. We prefer to regard
them as different hierarchical structures consisting of smaller gene
functional modules in the gene network. In this way, such hierar-
chical structure may perform several different biological functions,
and ultimately cooperate to complete a desired cellular process.
Together, these results show that the majority (94%) of detected
gene functional modules have signiﬁcant speciﬁcity to certain dis-
ease classes, indicating that these gene functional modules repre-
sent their shared genetic basis and that related genes in a gene
functional module tend to form local functional clustering in the
gene functional network.
3.5. Gene products in a gene functional module tend to interact
The PPI data were downloaded from the Human Protein Refer-
ence Database (HPRD) [21]. Of the total 82 gene functional mod-
ules, 5 were excluded because none of their members has
interactions with others in the HPRD. Of the remainder, 15 gene
functional modules have Ippi = 0 or 0, and 62 (81%) have Ippi great-
er than 0.1 (6 of the 62 gene functional modules have Ippi = 1). The
mean Ippi is 0.21, which is signiﬁcantly higher than that of random
controls (P-value = 3 E4). These results indicated that gene prod-
ucts in a gene functional module have a tendency to interact withFig. 3. Distribution of the sizes of phenotype cluster and mapped gene subset. The
corresponding mapped gene subsets in different number bins.each other, and are part of the same biological process. Gene prod-
ucts in such gene functional modules may participate in the same
cellular pathway or molecular complex in the form of a functional
module. Therefore, dysfunction of a gene functional module asso-
ciated with a certain biological function will lead to several rele-
vant diseases.
3.6. GO similarity of gene functional modules is well correlated with
phenotypic similarity
For detected gene functional modules and their corresponding
phenotype clusters, two functional measures can be calculated.
One is the similarity of GO terms assigned to genes in a gene func-
tional module (GO similarity) and the other is phenotypic similar-
ity of disease phenotypes in a phenotype cluster (phenotype
similarity). In our approach, a gene functional module and its cor-
responding phenotype cluster were regarded as the same object.
Hence, we could calculate for each gene functional module the
average GO similarity and the average phenotypic similarity score.
These two kinds of similarity scores of the detected 82 gene func-
tional modules were represented as two corresponding 82-dimen-
sion similarity vectors, and therefore we could get the correlation
score of the GO similarity of the 82 gene functional modules with
the phenotypic similarity using the correlation of these two simi-
larity vectors.
GO similarity score was calculated using the Jiang–Conrath
method [22,23] available in the R-package GOSim [24], and the
correlation measure used was the commonly known Pearson cor-
relation coefﬁcient r. To test the statistical signiﬁcance of the ob-
tained r value, we built 1000 control groups for each of the gene
functional modules and phenotype clusters from randomly picked
disease phenotypes or disease genes. The r value was 0.47 (P-
value < 103) and the result indicated that GO similarity and phe-
notypic similarity have a relative high positive correlation. This
high correlation indicates that the functional relationships among
genes in a gene functional module are consistent with the pheno-
typic relationships of disease phenotypes in the corresponding
phenotype cluster; that is, related genetic diseases share similardiagram shows the distribution of the number of phenotype clusters and their
Table 2
Ten typical phenotype clusters and their corresponding gene functional modules at the level of molecular function.
Disease phenotype level Gene molecular level
IDa Illusb Density Disease class # MGc %Hitsd P-Value Potential function
8 0.4500 Dermatological 11 30 2.7E3 Epidermis development
19 0.4167 Ophthalmological 6 100 1.2E9 Sensory perception of light stimulus
35 0.3333 Cardiovascular 11 36.4 4.9E6 Heart contraction
42 0.3200 Neurological 12 27.3 9.7E3 Second-messenger-mediated signaling
46 0.1250 Muscular 12 50 1.2E6 Muscle development
61 0.3750 Bone 5 40 4.5E3 Bone mineralization
62 0.2800 Metabolic 6 83.3 9.2E6 Carboxylic acid metabolic process
70 0.3125 Endocrine 5 60 9.5E4 Gamete generation
71 0.3125 Metabolic 5 60 1.4E2 Lipid metabolic process
98 0.3333 Developmental 6 80 1.3E2 Multicellular organismal development
a ID (identiﬁer) is sequence number of the 102 phenotype clusters extracted from the phenotype network, this is different from that of the detected 82 gene functional
modules.
b Illus is the abbreviation of illustration, the Illusb column shows structure subgraphs of the 10 typical phenotype clusters for visualization.
c MG is the abbreviation of mapped genes, the # MG column shows the number of mapped genes in these 10 different gene functional modules.
d %Hits shows the percentage of genes that are in concordance with the potential function of a gene functional module, this can facilitate a critical assessment of the
obtained results.
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peutic method and universal drug use should be noted in clinical
therapy for associated diseases.
3.7. Gene functional modules of the same disease class have shared GO
categories
In our study, we used the bi-clustering method to gain a rela-
tion proﬁle of the obtained gene functional modules based on
their over-represented GO biological process (BP) terms/catego-
ries. The proﬁle can help to examine the shared molecular mech-
anism of different gene functional modules that contribute to
certain diseases. Thus, we can further investigate the close rela-
tion in pathogenesis between these different diseases. Fig. 4
shows the heatmap of bi-clustering for these 82 gene functional
modules (upper) and their corresponding 93 over-represented
GO categories (right). The top color gradient represents log P-
values of gene functional modules enriching in each GO category.It is interesting that gene functional modules with corresponding
phenotype clusters belonging to the same disease class tend to
form larger module groups and similar results are seen with func-
tion-related GO categories (indicative in the colored bars in
Fig. 4). For example, the purple rectangle region (labeled in A)
shows that gene functional module 44, 75 and 82 are enriched
in two related GO categories: ectoderm development
(GO:0007398) and epidermis development (GO:0008544, see en-
larged region with light blue shading). These three gene func-
tional modules represent functional entities associated with
development of skin tissue. In this case, the perturbation or
breakdown of these entities will produce recognizable dermato-
logical abnormality. This is logical because the corresponding
phenotype clusters of these three gene functional modules belong
to the same dermatological disease class. In the view of relation
proﬁle of gene functional modules, we surmise that these three
gene functional modules may functionally interact and form a
hierarchical organization to perform a set of systematic functions.
Fig. 4. Bi-clustering of gene functional modules and their corresponding over-represented GO categories. On the upper, horizontal bars (aligned) of different colors are placed
below the identiﬁers (IDs) of the 82 gene functional modules (abbreviated as GFM). The bar color depend on the disease class (indicated on top of these GFMs with a solidus
mark) to which the corresponding phenotype cluster belongs.
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In this work, we presented a text-based framework to
establish the associations between genetic diseases and genefunctional modules, which may help to uncover the molecular
mechanisms of genetic diseases. The framework integratively
analyzed the associations of phenotype/phenotype, phenotype/
gene and gene/function. Consequently, we obtained disease-spe-
3642 S. Zhang et al. / FEBS Letters 584 (2010) 3635–3643ciﬁc gene functional modules which represented functional enti-
ties of associated disease phenotypes. Thus, our work may facili-
tate the investigation of genetic principles of human diseases
from a new view. Recently, some efforts have been exerted to
construct a human disease network. To reveal the relationships
between different human genetic diseases, Goh et al. [17] ex-
tracted the known disease-gene association list in the OMIM
database, and constructed a human disease network. In their
method, two diseases are linked if they share at least one disease
gene. Lee et al. [25] constructed a cell metabolism-based human
disease network in which two diseases are linked if mutated en-
zymes associated with them catalyze adjacent metabolic reac-
tions. The two approaches used disease genes (or enzymes) as
intermediates to determine disease interactions. The present
study focused on phenotype data, which can provide multiple
levels of information, such as genetic factor, pathogenesis and
clinical feature. Thus, text-based phenotypic similarity may be a
valuable measure to evaluate the associations of different disease
phenotypes. Based on the constructed phenotype network, we
identiﬁed phenotype clusters, from which gene functional mod-
ules were obtained using the associations between phenotypes
and genes. Since considering the phenotype information, this
strategy was different from previous module mining methods
[26–29], which usually used data at the molecular level, such as
PPI data [30–32]. In addition, gene functional modules were fur-
ther evaluated from the aspects of phenotype classiﬁcation and
protein function by using disease class enrichment and PPI inten-
sion analysis, respectively. Our results showed that gene function
modules have a high consistence in these two aspects.
The topological properties (such as scale-free and small-world
properties) display in the phenotype network are useful for detect-
ing general interaction patterns among diverse disease pheno-
types. For example, the fact that the multiple disease class tends
to act as the network hubs indicates the existence of a critical dis-
ease class in the disease association map. At the level of modeled
function from the phenotype network, we detected 82 disease-spe-
ciﬁc gene functional modules. As different gene groups, these gene
functional modules are shown to be functionally related by the GO
and PPI intensity analysis results; thus they represent the basic
functional units (e.g., multi-protein complex) of biological systems
and perform distinct cellular functions. As expected, gene func-
tional modules and the corresponding phenotype clusters show a
high level of agreement in functional interplay, although they are
at two different biological levels. We have presented examples
(see Supplementary data) of this agreement, which likely reﬂects
the close casual relationship between genetic disease and gene
functional module.
With increasing amounts of disease phenotype data available,
the identiﬁcation of gene functional modules may be further im-
proved. These results provide a potentially valuable association
proﬁle of disease phenotypes and their underlying gene functional
modules, which can further our understanding of the shared
molecular mechanism of associated diseases. In the future, we
can consider an possible applications of the association proﬁle,
for example, including the use of distinct levels of biological data,
such as gene expression, proteins interactions and GO annotation,
to conduct candidate gene prediction in an integrated network.
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